








TWEEN 32-BIT SYSTEMS, 
GAINED AN UNFAIR ADVANTAGE. 

FUNNY., UE THOUGHT 

UE UERE JUST MAKING GAMES. 

fUDCiKMm wm 
•im • 

p : " 1 
If a system is only as good as the games you play on it, we hope you got the PlayStation. 

Because according to critics, these are three of the best games out there, regardless of the 

hardware. To find out more, grab us on the web at http://www.namco.com. Better yet, grab a box. 









COMPUTER FUN 
Death from above in Apache... 
Also Dust...Lords of Midnight... 
Capitalism...Power Pete...Pitfall 
Harry for Windows...And More... 

Data...Some not-so-useful 
data...Sound opinions by Bill 
KunkeL.Waffle recipes... 

-© 
CONSOLE ENTERTAINMENT 
Total Eclipse and Destruction Derby all 
for the PlayStation...Batt/e Tech II, 
DoomTroopers and WildC.A.T.S for 
the SNES...Previews of Virtual Cop and 
Wing Arm for the Saturn... 

ITftfc CULTURE SHOCK 
Comics, Videos, Music, CD-ROM 
Mags, Games...Please check out 
this section, we’ve already burnt 
out four art directors trying to 
bring it to you... 
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WHEN THE SMOKE CLEARS 
ONLY HEROES REMAIN 

Orion strode across the battle worn field to gather 

the survivors among his victorious army. Two of Orion's 

arch rivals had been defeated and the bounty of Tundara 

Castle was secure. Yet his thirst for vengeance raged 

on. Only the destruction of the remaining warlord. 

Vesper the Warlock, would satisfy him... after all, the 

ambitions of a true Hero of Might and Magic are not 

easily attained! 

• Complex Battle Scenarios • Exquisite SVGA Graphics 

• Atmospheric Sound Effects • Unlimited Replay Value 

• Multiple, Unique Unit Types • Original Musical Score 

® 1995 Nw World Compuling, Inc. Heroes of Mij 
ed subsidiary offTTN Communications, Inc, 

NEW W^HLD COMPUTING INC 





Thousands of liues afe at stake! 
Join Korda, the Chionomaster, in this epic quest foi vengeance in a futuie where magic x 
E science co-exist. Find yourself on a mission beyond your mildest dreams in this ground-breaking Graphic 
Hduenture! Journey through man-made pocket uniuerses full of cyborgs, pirates E uritches. Unravel challenging 
puzzles and plots uiith multiple solutions and varied endings. Have the illusion of reality withinteractive scenarios 
and the ability to explore and cjniAyjitii's virtual world. 
Can you guide Korda C use his1 A- ftp solve the mystery, re-start the universes and return justice to the stars? 

Call: (800) INTRACO 
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USE YOl 
OR LO! 

ere engrossing game play 
ets Blade Runner-style actio 

Plunge into this surrealistic 3D 
world where dozens off 
characters propel you through 
mind expanding challenges. 

to one shocking conclusion! 

For macintosh and PC Windows® 

http:/7wiiHw.burncycle.coni 





IF YOU FALL WHILE BLADING AT 

86 MPH. 
YOU COULD GRIND OFF 

5 {pounds of f|esh. 
BY THE WAY. THE GUY NEXT TO YOU THINKS YOU COULD 

LOSE SOME 
WEIGHT. 

You’re choking on a large piece of dirt, you’ve got a Soot in your face and you sivear'you just lost 

ybur ear. You’re either dead orffi^glagmg ESPN' Extreme Games^Only rfn Sony"PlayStatiott. The 

objectjtf tjhe game is simple. Bike, blade, luge or board your why through the rockyvrags of Utah 

Of Jungles of South America and four other radical courses while your opponent tries to plafetickball 

with your skull. Simple, right? The Sony PlayStation provides 3-D graphics dnd superfaSt ultra 

realistic game play. So when the mountain biker kicks you in the face, you ’ll nKwC I" ”1N O l~l 

become road pizza in beautiful 3-D. Now, who’s ready to start dieting? u r 



PETES DON’T 
PAIL ME NOW 

I—S 

%r l||gf|: 
^ ^ \ web"siteat^ 
PJrV; 1L . # \ /entertainment/Pete-and Fete/ 

•swaSmeer 
' I USI()\ iicc photographer Jim Corclano 

v<4S|r^ caught this snapshot of Bill Gates at a mcct- 
^ ing bchsecu Nlicrosoft and several unnamed 

r , get Microsoft working on these things? 
Cybersickness? A bunch ol jibber-jabbering non 

sensei I haven't experienced any harmful side- 
effects whatsoev.. .hold on.. .oh jeez, blargh.. .Mary 

mother of God, what's happening to me...gurgle...'' 
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Starring 

Christopher Walken 

Karen Allen 

Burgess Meredith 

Coming soon. 
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2 GAMES 

2 CDs INSIDE 

capabilities 
k&dIRECt connect 



'...Because Online 
js a Terrible 
Trine td Waste.” 

J School DMct4J mEugenfr onhne.C^Layto... 

line providers. But is it real? on using online services as teaching services. “There’s a lot Not°any"timeatimrTOonreA19' 
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Studio e 
Game Design 

Game Development 

SGI Computer Imaging 

Advanced Pixel & CGI Artwork 
Full Sound FX & Musical Orchestration 
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Will Computers 

Completely 

Rewrite 

The Way 

Hollywood 

Makes Its 



f 
I eemingly ages ago, effects were created using 

hoary devices like miniature spaceships, optical lasers, 

I and stop-motion and rod-puppeted creatures. Star Wars, 

Ml which ushered in the first modern effects revolution, 

brought those kinds of visual effects into thednodern era, enhanc¬ 

ing their realism via tnotion-control and roving camera moves. 

Then came the digital-effects revolution, quietly beginning ii 

1985 with ILM’s Young Sherlock Holmes’ Stained Glass 

Knight, then building in 1988 by the transformation of 

the Sorceress in Willow. But the incredible potential of 

computer graphics didn’t fully hit audiences until 1990, 

when ILM unleashed the morphing water tentacle in 

The Abyss. By 1994, ILM was to outdo themselves 

again and again with the shape-shifting T-1000 of 

Terminator 2, followed shortly by the digital 

dinos of Jurassic Park. From then on, in a 

figurative nutshell, all hell was to break 

loose—with CG being used to make 

more seamless realities (Forrest Gump and 

Waterworld) to fantastic fantasies (the upcom¬ 

ing Toy Story and Lawnmower Man II). 





As Governor, You 
Must Rule With a 
Strong Hand. 

»t's the Second Han Dynasty 
and China is on the verge of 

collapse. Infighting among the 
court families and the emer¬ 
gence of powerful warlords 
dominates the landscape. The 
struggle for power has brought 
an era known as the Three 
Kingdoms, complete with con¬ 
stant warfare among China's mi 
courageous and skillful heroes. 

♦ Discuss war strategy with up to 
558 different officers, including 
108 inspired by the player's 

Rtimanrpu/ 
[cf The Three fcmruInmA V » 

Walt of Fir* 

Prepare To Be Romanced: 

33 
KOEI 





Call Mow 
1-800-8J90-514& 

9 a m trf ft n m 

Company 

Zhadnost. 

boutique 



AIL Those In Favor Of Gun C 
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GODDESS GETS 

S6>M tae- a train in -the- old oocmft -fo pbj one-, ttcij 
\ #ife ain't no cafccn-ak. Wfc'te -fakin' major Scatfctgsr hunt fr 

V ,4>^0> \ gf^; find cm »d I paver tp -the atvdenf ship l?s and 
'vff^Ny "Wife p*ff»j wHa tate. Bfw '&3rd #» gjdobs i? chin' 

' 4WE- Ssriot£ tael -f»». f^aln—fcus/itg_ puz^-ks. Killer graphics 
farffy Wind £ fire- -fwes And a twdl-ptESetved SEW-tpr-old 

giddess in deftest So tvtaf" ate- tjou doin' -fenite? Adio^ Etackie-.1' J 

Panasonic 
Software Company 

"ONE BflNEKEAO 
CALL AND THIS I 

AMILLENNIUM 
IN SOLITARf." 
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The Song Playstation Custoi 

oTTer SO leuels of madn 

• •- 
from Doom 1 and II.. 

*V fc , , 
Plus unique, ncuj tcuol 
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of destruction as u»eii. 

m Edition. 
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Turn 

The other cheek. 

and it WILL BE 

RIPPED FROM 

tour FACE. 



PEACE HAS 

“An original space adventure 

combining strategy, action, 

and shooting game genres.” 

cheap targets for alien invaders, an 
the Tyron Corporation has cashed 
on the defense systems they create 
protect them. The feet that there ha 

been documented proof of alien 
existence has not stopped them from 

making billions from humanity’s 
fear of the unknown. An unsus- 

mining site discovers a deadly plot 
launched by the Tyron Corpor- 

lucrative government defense con¬ 
tracts. Now considered a threat, the 
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artificial blood, 



critically, special effects. Everything needed 

The story line of Ripper is that a futuristic 
version of Jack the Ripper is haunting the . 
cyharscape of lower Manhattan in 2040. A 
Ymr job as the protagonist of the story is to1 

f If this were a traditional film, 



Battle Beast sets the standard for game play and realism on the PC. 

There's nothing like it. Guaranteed! Or your money back* 

• Master more than loo fight moves • Discover hidden bonus rooms and secret weapons 
• Marvel at feature-film quality audio and animation • Fire rude interactive keyboard taunts at your 

opponent • Outwit the computers artificial intelligence • Battle it out over network or modem 

Question: what are Mortal Kombat, Street Fighter and Primal Rage? Answer: Redundant! 

Welcome to the 7th Level. 

Visit your retailer for a free demo or download the Battle Beast Promo on AOL (keyword: SEVENTH) or CompuServe 
(CO: SEVENTH) or on the Web (www.7thlevel.com). For more Information or to order, calll -800-884-8863 ext. 108. 

7th LEVEL, 
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work environment. And the raw footaj 
coming though on the set monitors c; 
one to wonder. The special effects, so 

and know tire trick. The dead be 

ne of the crew looking 

F. J. Lennon has been telling stories on the computer screen for 

a number of years. First as one of the key players in Paragon 

Software and lately as a producer at Take 2 Interactive. While some 

games might get better reviews than others, anyone who really 

looks at games he has helped design will note that they are always 
long on story. 

Lennon sees a new medium emerging, the interactive story. But 

the real question is if the public and technology are ready for it. 

“You know, we could just make shooter games and make money. 

But that isn't the point. What I want to see is the creation of a new 

medium. Games with real stories. Games for adults that engage the 

mind. But the big question is are people ready for it? 

“I really can’t say for sure. A lot of the game press have 

declared the interactive story/game dead. I am not talking about 

wrapping video footage and backstoiy around a shooter like Wing 

Commander, but interactive games that have a real and engaging 

story that unfolds as you play. These types of games aren’t getting 

good reviews. Most of the time they get bad press because they 

don't have enough playability. That might be a good charge. Many 

games don’t. With Hell, for example, we probably should have 

made the combat more interactive. 

“But is there a market for these games at all? Games for 

adults that mix play with real dramatic values? 1 obviously 

think so, or we wouldn't be working so hard on this project. 

But there is still a risk; this is a brand-new medium. I know 

that with Ripper we are going to do our best to find out for 

sure. We have really worked on the engine to make sure that 

there is active playability. We have the actors who can 

really bring out the parts, and we have worked on the 

script to make it the best we can make it. 

“If Ripper doesn’t do well, assuming we don’t make 

any big mistakes in production between now and release, 

I am going to be worried for the adult interactive 

adventure game as a market. There is a time and a place 

for everything, and we need to find out if people are 

ready for real dramatic presentations in an interactive 

format.” * 
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Can you spot the elephant in this picture? 

If so, you’re probably smart enough to figure out 

that paying $149 for a 64-bit Jaguar makes more 

sense than paying over $300 for a 32-bit system. 



better di lybe getting :eond lobotomy 









Not Just a 'ZINE... 

C\HTOV 

On Halloween, the new quarterly CD-ROM entertainment magazine 

will be available at music, CD-ROM, book, comic and video outlets. 

Call them and demand it. 

Over 10 hours of great bands, artists, intellectual gurus, backstage 

footage, bootleg video, and never-before-seen or heard music, graphic: 

and pictures... 

Issue of DigiZINE. Send us your name, age, sex a 

address on anything legible, plus a check or money order for $5 (U.! 

funds only) for postage and handling to: DigiZINE tree offer 
r/o Ahrens Interactive, Inc. 
400 north state street 
Chicago, illinois 60610 

SUBSCRIBE! 4 issues: $19.95! 
Receive oil four quarterly issues of DigiZINE At 
(one year's worth of a jolly good time) for only $>9^95 
(plus $6 postage & handling — U.S. funds only).' 

FOR CREDIT CARD SUBSCRIPTION ORDERS 

just coll 1-800-908-7245 



Asked which medium he likes 
best, Shatner rephrases the ques- 

that they really don’t compare. If 
you’re asking which medium I 
would quit if I had to give one 

is this CD-ROM game. I’m curi- 

to be solved before your drama goe 

“Good science fiction has to do 
with the human story. If you’re 
dressed in clothes that don’t look 

distributed In Origin JF' ’ 
I_I Systems, was the first 
game to use the first-person 
perspective that has become so popular in computer games. Two weeks after Origin shipj 
Apogee released Castle Wolfenstein. Since that time, many games, including Doom, have 
Wolfenstein/Ultima Underworld first-person perspective. 

Now, thanks to Shatner’s partnership with Capstone, the Doom format is about to be e> 
in 21st century Los Angeles, TekWar builds on first-person perspective gaming by adding; 
interactivity. Say you’re headed down a street where you suspect a TekLord (the main bad 
henchmen. In past first-person perspective shoot-’em-ups, you marched down the street it 
In TekWar, you can enter buildings, take an elevator to a higher floor and look out the wi 

That’s not the only nice interactive touch. While you spend most of the game hoofing 







Developed in Moscow by the creators of 

"Tetris®” ICE £ FIRE is a real-time journey 

that’sfmore than hot. More than cool. It’s 

thepext logical step in 3D^action^adventure! 
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COMMANDER IV 

WARNS WHEN 







quarterbacks! 

count! 



"I WONDERED WHAT 

THEY COULD DO TO 

JUSTIFY ANOTHER WING 

COMMANDER. IF IT'S 

JUST ANOTHER SPACE 

COMRAT GAME, IT'S NOT 

FAIR TO THE FANS." 

-MARK HAMILL 



Mount Vesuvius Erupting 

Before Sound Blaster 32. 

THE Next Generation Sound Blaster 





THE ONE. THE ONLY. 
THE ULTIMATE WAY TO PLAY STREET FIGHTER: THE MOVIE 

ON SATURN AND PLAYSTATION ! 

SEGA 
SATURN 

CAPCOM 
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Thank God it’s only a game. 



YOUR MAP TO THE INTERNET. 

COMMERCIAL SERVICES ANC GOU* 
CASHfMO 

{N TH^MTH^R 
TH'E 











The NEAR FUTURE looms ahead on the horizon like a toxic cloud. 

Knowledge is power. Technology is deadly. And the information 

highway is littered with ROAD KILL. It’s the world of Command & 

Conquer™ the frighteningly realistic new strategy game from the 

creators of Dune™ H. Here, your quick thinking is REWARDEDwith 

victory; your INDECISION ■ death. You will choose your side. Build 

your bases. Gather resources. Attack enemy strongholds. And react 

as if your life depended on it. Because it does. Your WEAPONRY? 

Unlike any you’ve experienced before. Hoards of futuristic fighter 

craft. THUNDERING 50-gigawatt ion cannons. And the terrifying 

Devil’s Tongue flame-thrower. Your only ally? A constant barrage 

of satellite news reports from the front. But BE WARNED: one 

ill-planned ATTACK and you’re a statistic. Command * Conquer. 

Two compact discs packed with real-time, right-now action, over 60 

minutes of intense full-motion video, and a ton of JAW- DROPPING. 

3-D rendered gameplay that’ll take you headfirst into the thick of 

BATTLE . Now that’s something even amateur WARMONGERS will 

appreciate. Just call 800-874-4607 to order direct or visit your . 

nearest retail outlet. If you would like more information, 

please contact Westwood Studios on the Internet: 

www.westwood.com 
I ft 





Q/wzml 
REALITY. 

target Virtual. Vim re laokini; at 
Prn Pinhiill, I In: most up-lo Ihi! nano 
siicoml, rnnlisliR nompnlnr |iinhall gaum on 
Planel Earth. Realistic flippers, realistic 
ramps, loops, orbit a, targets, sink kotos, 
lights - amt ot snnrso, realistic balls. 

Mould-breaking, slato-pf-lhe-arl silicon 
graphics technology brings you multiple 

viewing angles plus a super-high resolnlinn 
of up In 1024 x 760 running at Oil Frames 
pur second. (loch-speak Fur the host 
graphics in a game ever.) 

Scrolling? Willi Pro-Pinball, it’s history. 
Vo is Oil Til lion ILL or the 
limn - pretty handy when you're playing 
six halls simultaneously, all shooting 

around the table just as nature ini ended. 
And with twenty great soundtracks, 

ini I v | I g I I 
sound effects plus a host nf play modes 
and hidden features, the reality is this: 

Pinball novices will be just as 
spcllhiiunil as 
pinball wizards. 



I" [impartial reviews of the latest in interactive entertainment 

STRANGER 

Pulp Fiction redefines film noir 

THE LATEST IN INTERACTIVE ENTERTAINMENT | 

FICTION 
I th 
boundaries of human 

sensibilities. 
Quentin Tarantino is more 

grants across the border, and 
Pulp Fiction is his greatest 
cargo to date. 

Pulp Fiction is the latest in 

director Tarantino: following 
Reservoir Dogs, True 
Romance and Natural Bom 
Killers. Tarantino is comfort¬ 
able amid the 

Pulp Fictions runaway success, 

“Three stories...About one 
story...” is the phrase used to 

Roger Avery. T1 
the film is a tribute to me tum- 

which the era’s blossoming ado¬ 
lescents kept hidden between 
their mattresses. These “pulps” 
didn’t muffle the grim realities 
with suggestive sexual innuen¬ 
do or tales of heroism. No, their 
beauty was the sheer honest 
telling of blood-letting and 

Tarantino’s “tribute” is much 

He’s updated last year’s action 
hero and last century’s hard- 
boiled detectives. He’s clothed 
today’s heroes in the guises of 
hit men like Vincent Vega 
(John Travolta) and Jules 

Following the piercing event¬ 
fulness of the date’s outcome, 
the scene flashes back to a 
young Butch and Captain 
Koons (Christopher Walken). 

from Butch’s dead 
father. Most folks would 
probably pass on the gift 
after Koons relates the 
tale of how he smuggled 

a P.O.W. 

lead him to risk his life for “this 

as the film concludes. Finding 
only three stories in the midst 

understanding of chaos theory. 
Pulp Fiction’s simplicity stems 

from perhaps the greatest exam¬ 
ples of dialogue and soliloquy 

Shakespeare. Actors are attract¬ 
ed to Tarantino’s characters for 

The action genre has taken 

trivialization, but Tarantino’s 
films actually ridicule the 
reality of these horrors. As an 
example, after Vincent acciden¬ 
tally shoots a passenger in f 
face when their car hits a 

Vincent and Butch meet 
briefly once or twice in the 

Jules join Honey Bunny and 
Pumpkin for a cup of coffee 

Robin Hood running desperate- 

stories” seems misleading. 

than Tarantino lets on, as the 
film views more like a dozen 
stories made up of even more 
scenes. Pumpkin (Tim Roth) 
and Honey Bunny (Amanda 

of armed robbery. As the ten- 

themselves sitting in a car 
between Vincent and Jules on 
their way to perform a hit on 

mistakenly cheated Marsellus. 
Things calm down for a 

while after Vincent makes an 
appointment to see his heroin 

Stoltz). He apparently needs to 

(Uma Thurman) for their 
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SATURN 
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HARPOON II DELUXE 
The Next Generation is Launched! 

battlesets. 
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(ever to appear on a home TV screen. 
Even in unfinished form the Saturn 
version of Virtue Cop looks like a lock 

for Game of the Year. 
A light gun target contest in the tradi- 

:ion of Konami’s Lethal Enforcers, this 

Virtua Fighter took the flat, 2-D fighting 
game and gave it visual depth, Virtua Cop 

moves constantly as cars explode, hostages flee, 
and bad guys tumble off rooftops. Even “Justice 
_ Shots” are reproduced, in ■■■■■■■ 
JJ which the player harmless- tTTyTl 

-Bill Kunkel 

ihnnrs m/ liofiTThev always 



When you 

*. UGC Y Bojr, 
ijjilj.the GROUND 

RlpPtEs beneath 
your feet- 
you’be KOI 

DRUNK* 

e* 
ktJp on 

ftfRUGS- 
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yoUre^ 
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CULTURE SHOCK 

Superchunk 

Strings Come In 

ittD//www.subpop.c&m.^ ‘“Dohf They always 



s 



\ t's not a good sign when 
^the coolest thing on 
KyourCD-RONJisa 

' the Ralph Fiennes 
cyberflick, Strange Days. 

Fair, Go Digital lnteractive 

EL Si i /^nriprlpls/tvtv 



Like, make 
your computer 

AS SMART 
AS US. 

If YOU'RE LiKE, "DAMMiT, MY 
COMPUTER'S NOT KiCKiNG 
ENOUGH BUTT AGAiNl* PLAY OUR 
GAME. IT'S SPOSED TO BE 
“A CD-ROM ADVENTURE GAME' 
OR SOMETHING. BUT iT'S REALLY 
JUST ME AND BEAViS BEING COOL. 
And, LiKE, iT S NOT iN SPACE OR 
WHATEVER. IT'S JUST A NORMAL 
DAY—YOU KNOW, LiKE DRiViNG A 
TANK AND BUSTiNG OUT OF JAiL AND 
stuff. Though I guess there is 
SPACE, iF YOU COUNT BEAViS'S BRAiN, 
HUH HUH HUH. 



Lords of Midnight isn’t th 

vorld, and devotees of SSI’s 

of Mikiaht: Rnrnth 
Wolfheartand the 
Dark Key. F.pic fan- 

than J.R.R. Tolkien. 
Lack tfSkfial plot aside, 

however,U>rds Of Midnight 
is a hefty chunk o’fantasy, 
packaged in an unusual 

TECH SPECS 
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THE RETURN 
W M Directed by Minoru KUSAKABE 

Iron Arjgel of the Apocalypse! He's back... 
...mad as hell and armed to the teeth! 
Join in a three-way fight to the finish / 
with the multinational police force SCR 
and with the Android, who wants only 
one thing... 

...Revenge!!! 

r 
Multiple Gameplay Modes 

• Battle Maze. 
• Outer Space 
• Air Cycle Racing 

Outrageous Storyline linked 
by amazing movie segments 
A formidable army of devious 
Motoid enemies 









* DIG E3 
LUCHSRRTS EHTERTflIMIIENT CDMPRHV PRESENTS THE DIG - fl DEEP SPACE RDVENTDRE HV SEAN CLHHH 

FDA PC AND MACINTOSH CD-AOM • NEARLV 200 LOCATIOAS DAO HOADAEDS OF PUZZLES 
WITH AOOEAT PRTAICH OF 12 OS THE VOICE OF OOSTOH LOW - OIALOGAE OV SCI-FI DTITHOfl ORSON SCOTT CARD 

SPECIAL EFFECTS OV INDUSTRIAL LIGHT G MAGIC • WINDOWS 9S COMPATIBLE • HOVEL RVRILRBLE FROM WARNER OOOHS 
SOUNOTAACH AND DEMO ON HNGEL RECORDS • STHHTEGV GRIDE AVAILABLE FROM INEOTHIAMENT WORLD 

CAECA OAT THE DIG INTERACTIVE OEMO IN SELECT MAGAZINES HAD RETRIL OOTLETS 00 VISIT THE DIG HOMEPAGE DT http://inuiu.lucasiirl5.C0ni 





City: -State:-Zip: 

Age: _ 



DIGITAL PICTURES 
PO BOX 25471 
SAN MATEO, CA 94402-9501 



CALL -800-332-0032 EE CD 







, though. Hole In T) 
line in a dark alley! 

figure-eight t 

game enthus 

fits that can be found in most video 
games. Perhaps it’s running down the horses in 
Daytona or driving the track backward in Neea 
for Speed. Maybe you take forbidden pleasure 
in happily running people down in Road Rash 
Don’t bother your therapist for an explanation 

admitting you need Demolition Derby (which 
packs stockcar racing and demolition goodness 
into a single game) is the first step. 

Several unique tracks may be selected from 
the opening menu, including an ominous 

points for winning the conte 
amount of damage you infli< 

demolition bowl, Sony took 
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Microsoft promised that 
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entertainment 





You are Drake. Fire up the thrusters on your Hot Hover Car and get ready for the 
“ride of your life.” From urban jungles to dangerous desert lands--navigate your machine 

on an assault on the enemy Omnicorp Empire. Your ride’s ready, your mission... 

ROAD WARRIOR " is so intense that by comparison it makes 
all other action games look like “Road Kill!” 

The adventures of Drake Edgewater... having escaped from the prison city of Kemo- 
your challenge now is survival in the “outside world.” 
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The Ultimate Underwater 
Experience! 

A feature-packed 
World War II' submarine simulator, 
SILENT HUNTER"'is without equal. 1 

As commander of a U.S. submarine in the Pacific, 
your task is simple—sink as much enemy tonnage as possible! 

Choose from a variety of American submarines — and let the 
hunt begin! Prowl the shipping lanes. Steal into enemy harbors. 
Embark on Special Operations missions. Authentic WWII film 
footage, cinematics and narration throughout provide a historica 
feel for the submarine combat experience. * 

Play individual missions or an entire campaign. And prepare t 
be blown away by magnificent SuperVGA graphics, an original 





SO YOU WANT TO LEARN WHAT IT'S LIKE TO BE ON 
THE NATION'S MOST RITE CRIME FIGHTING FORCE? 

L YOU'RE DEAD. 

WANT TO TRY AGAIN? 

DARYL F. GATES' 
POLICE QUEST 

SWAT 
Hey, sorry. But had you paid attention to your training, you might still be alive. Welcome to Doryl Gates' Police Quest:® SWAT". The 

most realistic simulation of the SWAT experience ever created. Developed with Doryl F. Gates, originator of the SWAT concept, this new 
multiple CD set puts you right in the middle of the the high-stress, zero tolerance world of the SWAT team. You'll get intensive training in 
teamwork, weapons and tactics. You'll be tested in multiple scenarios where your career will ride on life or death split-second decisions. 

Moke the right decisions ond you get promoted to Element Leader in the platoon. Moke the wrong one and your mother could get o 
nice, heartfelt letter of sympathy from your supervisor. For more informotion, coll 1-800-757-7707 or see your local software dealer. 

© 1995 Sierra On-Une, Inc. ® and / or ™ designate trodemoiks of, or licensed to Sierra Online, Inc. All rights reseived. 





In ESCALATION tvuo leading World Powers engage 
i arms race foc.WocId Domination. Only one will survive 
by pushing technology t«J5lts,IT?hjts vW,aO'' 1-"" 

ission in this multiplayer strategy/domination game is t 
rst -control- all.-^Eerit^ee’-ariclSusefcyfifer* resources'to~ i 
i to conquer and destroy your opponent! UltimStetyr.-W 
ned by those who successfully balance betweerr^gfpfec 
y - and dominantly defending your own... * *■ —- 

ESCALATION - pushing technology to its limit 

Dominate 

-800-GAMETEK. 

GAMETEK 
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PONLY YOU CAN STOP JACK 

Before HE Strikes Again! 
A mystery unsolved until now! Siqce N 
August 31,1888 the identity of Jackijhe Ripper 
has eluded criminologists. Using the^ctaal cli*! 
& evidence assembled from years bf painstaking 
research, now you can solve the mystery. Travel 
around auth^fhtii Victorian London locations in 
search of clues'and interview over one.hundred 
actual persons & suspects. | 

Only logic and deduction can save you! No 
complicated & frustrating parsers or sentence 
typing are used to solve the mystery. Use a click 
& drag interface toiarrange the facts that you 
uncover. Be forewarned because tl|d facts may 
just not take you where you expects Three levels 
of difficulty & multiple solutions will keep you 
thinking for a long, long time. 

Alone in the alleyways of Whitechapel! Artists 
have painstakingly reconstructed the actual mur 
der locations & haunts of Jack the Ripper frorn^ 
long lost photographs & blueprints to authentiga 
ly recreate the eerie ambiance of Whitechapel ii 

Over 15 minutes of original CD quality i 

© 1995 GameTek (FL), Inc. 2999 Northeast 191st Street, Suite 500. Aventura, Florida 33180 U.S.A. 
© 1995 Intergalactic Development Inc, Jack the Ripper is a trademark of GameTek 
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Poking Fun 
.on the . 

#*1 Internet 
Working out of his dorm room at Amherst College 

in Amherst, MA., wiseguy josh Koppel publishes 

Poke. Over 30 to 40 pages fill the satirical publication'all 
downloadable at http://www. amherst.edu/~poke/ or at 

“By printing the magazine,” explains Koppel, “the reader 
becomes the literal publisher. 1 encourage readers to reprint 
Citizen Poke till their heart’s content. It’s free distribution 
for the magazine.” 

At 19, having already written commercial scripts for 

authored numerous monologues for Chicago comedian 
Aaron Freeman, Koppel decided to take his irre< 

available on the Net. 
All back issues of Citizen Poke are still 

available. This month, Koppel has a hys¬ 
terical tribute to Jerry Garcia, a newly 

new Trivial Pursuit cards, including the 
John Ritter Fdition. Bust a gut. 







FUSION presents the first annual ®Let it Bleed” Awards. 

Mai vmwmy tut though the actors typically per- 



front lines 
of the 

electronic 
entertainment 

revolution 
can be a 

dangerous place... 

aren't you glad you have some good reading material? 

Now you can have FUSION, the 
magazine of interactive enter¬ 
tainment, delivered directly to 
your house each month for the 
low introductory price of only 
$23.95. You'll get the first word 
on the latest electronic enter¬ 
tainment innovations, reviews 
and more that will keep you in 
the know. 

Subscribe to FUSION. It may 
not improve your chance of 
survival, but it will show you 
how to have a good time. 

■ SAVE OVER 58% OFF 

THE REGULAR 

NEWSSTAND PRICE! 

il 

E-Mail Address_ 
Name_ 
Add ress_ 
City_ 
State_Zip_Sex: IV 
Phone_Born 19_ 

□ 1 -Year ($23.95) □ 2-Year (44.95) 
□ PAYMENT ENCLOSED □ Bill Me 
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ONLY SOURCE FOR COMPUTER 
AND CD-ROM CAMINC! 

CD-ROM nnterta; 

EXCLUSIVE PREVIEWS I 

Plus tips, strategies and 
much, much MORE! 

m*sssr - 

GAME REVIEW 
tid CD-ROM Entertainment 

COMPUTER 
GAME REVIEW 

What makes CGR different? 

• Honest reviews from three 
experienced gamers who 
tell it like it is! 

• Previews of the newest 
titles from around the 
country and around the 
world! 

• Game maps that show you 
the entire game at a 
glance! 

DON'T MISS OUT ON 
THIS SPECIAL OFFER! 

Check out COMPUTER 

CAME REVIEW, the 
leading magazine for com¬ 
puter and CD-ROM gaming! 
No matter what computer or 
CD-ROM system you own, 
CGR covers it all in full 
color from beginning to 
end! 

COMPUTER CAME 

REVIEW gives you the 
latest news and information 
on the best role-playing, 
strategy, sports, simulation 
and action software avail¬ 
able. Each issue is packed 
with previews, multi-person 
reviews, inside information, 
maps and strategies! You 
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Our goal is to preserve classic video game magazines so that 
they are not lost permanently. 

People interested in helping out in any capacity. 
Please visit us at www.refromags.com 

from these scans, nor do we offer anything 
e from the Publishers themselves. 

across anyone selling releases from 
do not support them and do let us know. 

Thank you! 


